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The Three
Sheets to
the Wind
Club is
located at
the nose of
TYTON.
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The TYTON, a luxury toy submarine, is split to view the many rooms designed by artist Randy Regier. The submarine is 50 inches long by 22 inches tall and 14 inches
wide, with the halves together. The multimedia project includes a half-hour soundtrack to which Salina writers and actors contributed.

Futuristic homage to toys of the 1950s features a soundtrack created by Salina writers and actors
By GARY DEMUTH
Salina Journal

H

ow many submarines have their own
ballroom, nightclub,
horse track, Olympicsized swimming pool,
bowling alley, golf course and
drive-in movie theater?
Only the TYTON sub, thanks
to the wild imagination of artist
Randy Regier.
Regier, a Wichita-based sculptor
and painter, has built a reputation
for creating a series of artistic
“toys.” These have included spaceships, race cars, a bloody Bonnie
and Clyde car, a battery-powered
astronaut, a futuristic bus and
a series of action figures called
“John Manshaft.”
Much of his work is a homage
to toys created in the 1940s and
1950s, combined
with a contemporary satirical viewpoint.
“I envision my
toys as the products of toy manufacturers from a
sort of parallel
Regier
consumer society, a
world in which bad dreams are as
likely to come true as good,” said
Regier, a native of Omaha, Neb.
That’s especially true in his
newest creation, a futuristic
luxury submarine called the
TYTON. Regier said he created
the sub as if he were a visionary
designer from the early 20th century envisioning what a passenger
submarine might look like in the

A band and dancers are found in the Hobstar Wastebasket Memorial
Ballroom of TYTON. The figures are 1⁄87 scale, essentially Matchbox car
scale. Regier’s wife, Vicki, painted each tiny figurine.
year 1958.
The TYTON toy submarine,
which measures about 50 inches
long, 14 inches wide and 22 inches
high, is on exhibit through Aug. 31
at Salina Art Center, 242 S. Santa
Fe.

It’s like a dollhouse
The sub is split down the
middle, which allows viewers to
see a myriad of small rooms and
compartments, many of them
filled with tiny figures of people
and animals, measuring about
1
⁄87 scale, or Matchbox car scale,
Regier said.
Each tiny figurine was painstakingly painted by Regier’s wife,
Vicki, with the help of a magnifying device.
Looking into the sub, Regier
said, is “like looking into a dollhouse. I wanted to create something that would be conceivable in

Submerge yourself
• EXHIBIT: Randy Regier’s
“TYTON” Submarine, a
multimedia project
• WHEN: Through Aug. 31
• WHERE: Salina Art Center,
242 S. Santa Fe
• ADMISSION: Free
• INFORMATION: 827-1431 or
salinaartcenter.org
a 1950s dream.”

We can have everything
That said, why wouldn’t a
luxury passenger sub in 1958 have
its own horse track and drive-in
movie theater?
“It’s quintessentially American
in that ‘Why can’t we have everything?’ ” Regier said. “It has that
1950s nationalism combined with

TOP: The Dive-In Drive-In of the TYTON offers 1950s entertainment.
ABOVE: The Jonah’s Witnesses Prayer Room is on one of TYTON’s
many levels.
Cold War-era paranoia.”
An example of Regier’s social
commentary is illustrated by a
series of radium barrels in the
ship’s boiler room that have split
open and are leaking radioactive
waste directly under the children’s day care room.
But essentially, Regier said, he
just wanted to have fun creating

the kind of toy sub that a particularly gifted 12-year-old modelbuilder might dream up.

Homage to model kits
“I grew up making model kits,
but I’ve never done a homage to
model kits before,” he said.

See SUB, Page B4

Grace – and time machine – in baking biscuits
D

o you know what it’s
like to move freely
through time, to see
the past, present and future
all at once, and sense a connection to all that’s gone
before, all that is and is still
yet to come?
Yes, I do mean without
the use of hallucinogenic
drugs.
When it happens in a
church it’s called a sacrament — a baptism, communion or other religious
ceremony — an outward
symbol of an inner grace to
remind us of the mystery
that somehow we are all
part of the circle of life.
It is a sacred and holy
thing that isn’t limited to
a church pew. It can happen any place, any time.
But when it happens in a
kitchen, it’s called a biscuit.

As a child, after my parents split apart, I fell into
the chasm between them
and found it hard to climb
back out.
Life
Lucky for
me, I had my
Stories
grandmothers. They had
spent their
lives mending
and patching
and salvaging all sorts
of things that
were broken
SHARON
RANDALL
or tattered or
torn.
McClatchyTribune
They were
News Service
good at it. And
that is what
they did for me, little by little, bit by bit, with stitches
of love, scraps of hope and
the bonding glue of belonging. They made me feel

whole again.
One morning, my dad’s
mother taught me how to
make biscuits. First we
washed our hands. Next we
gathered the makings: flour,
buttermilk and lard that she
measured from memory. We
stirred it up, patted it out
and cut it in circles. I did
most of the work, but she
helped. I plopped them in
her cast iron skillet and she
slid them in the oven of the
wood stove. Then came the
hard part: We had to wait.
While we waited, she told
me that she had made biscuits with her grandmother
long ago and maybe someday, I’d make them with my
grandchildren, too.
I laughed trying to picture it.
Finally, when the biscuits
were golden brown, we took

them out and split them
open to slather them with
her hand-churned butter
and her homemade blackberry jam. She ate two. I ate
four. They were good. I wish
you could’ve tasted them.
A lifetime later, just last
week, I spent a morning
with Henry, my 2-year-old
grandson, just the two of
us. I don’t get to see him and
his cousins nearly as much
as I would like, but I fly in
for visits as often as I can
and we make the best of it.
On her way out the door
to teach school, Henry’s
mama grinned at me and
said, “I bet Henry would
love to help you make biscuits for breakfast!”
First we washed our
hands. Then we gathered
the makings. Henry peeled
the wrapper off the can and

I rapped it hard on the counter to pop it open.
He did most of the work,
but I helped. He plopped
them in the pan and I slid
them in the oven. Then
came the hard part. We had
to wait.
While we waited, I told
him that I had made biscuits with my grandmother
long ago and maybe someday he’d make them with
his grandchildren, too.
He laughed trying to picture it.
Finally, when the biscuits
were golden brown, we took
them out and split them
open to slather them with
butter and agave nectar.
Henry ate two. I ate four.
They were good. Not as
good as my grandmother’s,
but still, I wish you could’ve
tasted them.

Henry and his cousins
don’t need mending. Thanks
be to God, they’re as whole
as whole can be. But whenever we spend time together,
they patch up little places in
my heart that I didn’t even
know were broken.
Life itself is a sacrament,
an outward symbol of an
inner grace that reminds us
of the mystery that we are
all part of a never-ending
circle.
It is anchored by the
past and given wings by
the future, but it is lived
only in the present, in the
awareness of each precious
moment — in a light that
gleams through a stainedglass window or the smell of
biscuits baking in the oven
or the sweet holy touch of a
child’s hand on your face.
Look. Can you see it?
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